Attached are the **PRELIMINARY** Junior and Senior Division Judging Teams lists. The final Judging Team lists will be handed out when you Check-In inside the Lory Student Center Theater. If you have any questions regarding your category or division placement, please feel free to contact me by email at GrandAwardsCSEF@gmail.com or by phone at 303-413-8505 (h) or 303-817-4271.

Nancy Glissmann
Grand Awards Judging Coordinator
2015 Colorado Science and Engineering Fair Grand Awards Judges

Preliminary Junior Division Judging Teams - April 9, 2015

Animal Sciences
13 Projects (#s 1-01-)
**Captain & All-Fair**
Gary Mason, DVM/PhD
Brad Charles, BS - Assistant Captain
Denise Bolte, MS
Steve Hiebert, BS
Christine Roberts, BS
Amanda McGuire, DVM
Jim ZumBrunnen, MS

Behavioral & Social Sciences
22 (4T) Projects (#s 1-02-)
**Captain & All-Fair**
Susan Wollenweber, BS
Ryan Paul, BS - Assistant Captain
Paul Bradley, BS
An Dang, BA
Hugh Davidson, MS
Kyla Dvorak, MS
Ash Heim, BA
Laura Jaques, undergrad
Byron Lopez, BS
Lynn Matson, BS
Luke Schwerdtfeger, undergrad
Barbara Watts, BA

Chemistry
17 Projects (#s 1-03-)
**Captain & All-Fair**
Raina Gough, PhD
Shelley Coldiron, PhD - Assistant Captain
Marie Andales, MS
Keith Campbell, BS
Melissa Ford, grad cand
Juliette Granger, undergrad
Robert Hamilton, PhD
Crystal Vander Zanden, PhD cand

Earth & Space Sciences
13 (1T) Projects (#s 1-04-)
**Captain & All-Fair**
Karl Zeller, PhD
Tim Holt, BS - Assistant Captain
James Boaz, BS
Melissa Burt, PhD cand
Susan Everett, BA
Tom Hanson, MS
Omkar Pradhan, MS

Energy & Transportation
22 (2T) Projects (#s 1-05-)
**Captain & All-Fair**
Don Barnes, BS
Tim Ritter, PhD cand - Assistant Captain
Donald Barbula, BS
Carl Edstrom, MS
Kara Epple, BA
Ji-Eun Kim, PhD
Bevin Luna, MS
Enrique Martinez, BA
Kyle Miller, MS
Marcus Oddo, MS
Stephen Osborn, BS

Engineering
21 (3T) Projects (#s 1-06-)
**Captain & All-Fair**
Russell Chadwick, PhD
Abhishek Prakash, BTech - Assistant Captain
Muhammad Altarifi, PhD
Mary Bolton, MS
Robert Carney, BA
Stefan Gessler, BS
Taylor Handleton, BS
Gary Julian, BS
Beth Kelsic, MS
Youjian Liu, PhD
Richard Rew, BS
Mike Rider, MS
Michel Schuh, BS

Environmental Sciences
23 (2T) Projects (#s 1-07-)
**Captain & All-Fair**
Stephen Bernard, MBA, MEMP
William Hutchinson, BA - Assistant Captain
DeWayne Campbell, PhD
Jennifer Damicis, undergrad
Thomas Davis, MEn
Bob Grossman, PhD
Chryistine Kelley, BS
Ryan Mackie, MS
Meagan Miller, MS
Bella Neufeld, BS
Jennifer Reynolds, MS

See page 2 for continued list.
Math & Computer Science
8 (1T) Projects (#s 1-08-)
Mr. York, BS - Captain & All-Fair
Will Hafer, PhD - Assistant Captain
Mark Azeltine, undergrad
Xuezhen Wang, PhD

Medicine & Health
27 (4T) Projects (#s 1-09-)
Corey Rosenberg, PhD - Captain & All-Fair
Geri Baker, BS - Assistant Captain
Jordan Albert, BS
Tenley French, MS
Alycia Hagenmaier, BS
Hannah Larson, DVM cand
Woody Moss, DO
Krystal Rainwater, undergrad
Hannah Romo, PhD cand
Matthew Scholfield, grad cand
Julia Taussig, grad cand
Maxine Verbit, AAS
Miranda Wildt, undergrad
Rui Zhao, PhD

Microbiology
7 (2T) Projects (#s 1-10-)
Barbara Rose, BS - Captain & All-Fair
Ginny Forster, PhD cand - Assistant Captain
Joylynn Gallegos, undergrad
Lori Riley, BS
Jonathan Seaman, BS

Physics
22 (1T) Projects/1 Team (#s 1-11-)
John Molloy, BS - Captain & All-Fair
Jeremiah Bradshaw, MEn - Assistant Captain
Scot Allen, BS
Scot Cravens, BS
Mat Doak, BS
Jasmine Donkoh, undergrad
Drew Ellison, BS
Karl Fleischer, MS
Zachary Forster, BS
Richard McCaskill, BS
Marcus Piquette, grad cand

Plant Sciences
17 (2T) Projects (#s 1-12-)
Rodney Simpson, PhD - Captain & All-Fair
Jeff Siegfried, grad cand - Assistant Captains
Cheryl Bowker, PhD cand
Jane Dianich, MAT
Sally Sauer, MS

Junior Division All-Fair Judges
AS - Gary Mason, DVM/PhD
BE - Susan Wollenweber, BS
CH - Raina Gough, PhD
EA - Karl Zeller, PhD
ET - Don Barnes, BS
EN - Russell Chadwick, PhD-Captain Jr All-Fair
EV - Stephen Bernard, MBA, MEPM
MCS - Mr. York, BS
ME - Corey Rosenberg, PhD
MI - Barbara Rose, BS
PH - John Molloy, BS
PS - Rod Simpson, PhD
*Moved/New Judge
Animal Sciences
11 Projects (#s 2-01-)
Tracy Webb, PhD - Captain & All-Fair
Mary Lyons, MD - Assistant Captain
Martin David, MS
Carlos de Matos e Silva, PhD
Luke Wittenburg, PhD
Molly Zeller, graduate cand

Behavioral & Social Sciences
16 (7T) Projects (#s 2-02-)
Lisa Herickhoff, PhD - Captain & All-Fair
Sarah DeLozier, PhD cand - Assistant Captain
Claire Goodwin, MS
Kurt Kraiger, PhD
Trevor McQuain, MA
Stephanie Morphet, PhD cand
Anca Selariu, PhD
Vanessa Selwyn, PhD cand
David Warren, BS

Chemistry
5 Projects (#s 2-03-)
Dean Ehn, MS/MCIS - Captain & All-Fair
Nural Islam, PhD - Assistant Captain
Kristin Arabea, PhD cand
Rebecca Buchholz, PhD

Earth & Space Sciences
5 Projects (#s 2-04-)
Mike Bemski, BA, PMP - Captain & All-Fair
Kristen Rasmussen, PhD
Ganna Portyankina, PhD
Wende Wempe, PhD

Energy & Transportation
5 (3T) Projects (#s 2-05-)
Christian Brown, BS - Captain & All-Fair
Colin Stewart, MS - Assistant Captain
Donald Brandborg, BA
Kevin Cash, PhD
Neil Kelley, MS
James Ling, PhD

Engineering
15(2T) Projects (#s 2-06-)
William Kucharski, BS - Captain & All-Fair
James Mason, PhD cand - Assistant Captain
Philip Brown, PhD cand
Jeremy Craner, MS
Hugh Kirbie, MS
Katherine McCaffrey, PhD
James Neely, MS
Zoya Popovic, PhD
James Rivers, MS
Paul Stewart, MS

Environmental Sciences
20 (2T) Projects (#s 2-07-)
Karl Ford, PhD - Captain & All-Fair
Sandra Wagner, MS - Assistant Captain
Kenneth Blehm, PhD
Suzanne Buntrock, MS
Rob Cifelli, PhD
Nancy DuTeau, PhD
Emily Everett, BA
Paul Goldan, PhD
Peter Modreski, PhD
Mark Raleigh, PhD
Catherine Stewart, PhD

Math & Computer Science
11 (2T) Projects (#s 2-08-)
Jim Gunderson, PhD - Captain & All-Fair
Tim Allison, PhD - Assistant Captain
Shaun Case, MPH
Scot Colburn, MS
Steve Eddy, BA
David Krenek, MS
Brian Scriber, MS
Ben Southworth, PhD cand
Joe Strout, MS

See page 2 for continued list.
**Medicine & Health**

13 (2T) Projects (#s 2-09-
*Brian Geiss, PhD - Captain & All-Fair*
Rrabab Shariff, MD - Assistant Captain
Andras Bodoni, MD
Marie Legare, PhD
Katriana Popichak, PhD cand
John Rosecrance, PhD
Annie Zhang, MD

**Microbiology**

5 (1T) Projects (#s 2-10-
*Erica Suchman, PhD - Captain & All-Fair*
Elizabeth Brooks, MS - Assistant Captain
Douglas Hicks, BA
Julie Moreno, PhD
Kassandra Willingham, grad cand

**Physics**

10 (1T) Projects (#s 2-11-
*Bill Moninger, PhD - Captain & All-Fair*
Stuart Robbins, PhD - Assistant Captain
Mark Crowder, PhD
Robert Godwin, PhD
Galen O’Neil, PhD
Iuliana Oprea, PhD

---

**Plant Sciences**

12 (1T) Projects (#s 2-12-
*Tom Roberts, MS - Captain & All-Fair*
Robert Davidson, PhD - Assistant Captain
Amanda Broz, PhD
Sarah Grogan, PhD cand
Allison Zimont, grad student

**Senior Division All-Fair Judges**

AS - Tracy Webb, PhD
BE - Lisa Herickoff, PhD
CH - Dean Ehn, MS, MCIS
EA - Mike Bemski, BA/PMP-CAPTAIN SR ALL-FAIR
ET - Christian Brown BS
EN - William Kucharski, BS
EV - Karl Ford, MA
MCS - Jim Gunderson, PhD
ME - Brian Geiss, PhD
MI - Erica Suchman, PhD
PH - Bill Moninger, PhD
PS - Tom Roberts, MS

*Moved/New Judge*